Lyman Rifles, Pistols & Kits.

Lyman Great Plains rifles and pistols are stocked in walnut with steel furniture. The rifles feature 15/16" octagon 32" barrel, with 1 in 60" twist for patched round ball and hunting loads. Double set triggers, Hawken style percussion “snail” with clean out screw, separate ramrod entry thimble and forend cap.

The Plains Pistol features a 15/16" octagon 9" barrel, with a 1 in 30" twist. Blackened iron furniture, polished brass trigger guard. The hooked breech allows quick take down for easy cleaning and a detachable belt hook.

Based on the original Hawken plains guns, Lyman’s Great Plains Rifles and Pistols have improved design features, with hidden modern improvements in the lock and an attractive price, make the Lyman Great Plains Rifle and pistol a compelling value for hunters or serious shooter.

Lyman Great Plains Rifles, flint

Lyman Great Plains Rifles, flint:
We offer this rifle in your choice of .50 or .54 caliber, right or left hand. Features a walnut stock, double set triggers, blued steel furniture, hooked breech, two wedge keys and color case hardened lock.

#Lyman-GPR-50-F Lyman GP rifle, flint, 50 cal. right $569.99
#Lyman-GPR-54-F Lyman GP rifle, flint, 54 cal. right $569.99
#Lyman-GPR-50-F-L Lyman GP rifle, flint, 50 cal. left $579.99
#Lyman-GPR-54-F-L Lyman GP rifle, flint, 54 cal. left $579.99

Lyman Great Plains Rifle, percussion

Lyman Great Plains Rifles, percussion:
We offer this rifle in your choice of .50 or .54 caliber, right or left hand. Features a walnut stock, double set triggers, blued steel furniture, hooked breech, two wedge keys and color case hardened lock.

#Lyman-GPR-50-P Lyman GP rifle, perc. 50 cal. right $533.99
#Lyman-GPR-54-P Lyman GP rifle, perc. 54 cal. right $533.99
#Lyman-GPR-50-P-L Lyman GP rifle, perc. 50 cal. left $543.99
#Lyman-GPR-54-P-L Lyman GP rifle, perc. 54 cal. left $543.99

Lyman Great Plains Rifle kit, flint

Lyman Great Plains Rifle kits, flint:
We offer this rifle in your choice of .50 or .54 caliber. Right hand only! Features a walnut stock, double set triggers, blued steel furniture, hooked breech, two wedge keys and color case hardened lock.

#Lyman-GPR-50-F-K Lyman GP rifle kit, flint, 50 cal. $459.99
#Lyman-GPR-54-F-K Lyman GP rifle kit, flint, 54 cal. $459.99

Lyman Great Plains Rifle kit, percussion

Lyman Great Plains Rifle kits, percussion:
We offer this rifle in your choice of .50 or .54 caliber. Right hand only! Features a walnut stock, an 8" long, 15/16" octagon barrel, single trigger, blued steel furniture, brass trigger guard, belt hook and color case hardened lock.

#Lyman-GPR-50-P-K Lyman GP rifle kit, perc. 50 cal. $232.99
#Lyman-GPR-54-P-K Lyman GP rifle kit, perc. 54 cal. $232.99

Lyman Great Plains Pistols, percussion

Lyman Great Plains Pistols, percussion:
We offer this pistol in your choice of .50 or .54 caliber. Right hand only! Features a walnut stock, an 8" long, 15/16" octagon barrel, single trigger, blued steel furniture, brass trigger guard, belt hook and color case hardened lock.

#Lyman-GPP-50-P Lyman GP pistol, perc. 50 cal. right $279.99
#Lyman-GPP-54-P Lyman GP pistol, perc. 54 cal. right $279.99

Lyman Great Plains Pistol Kits, percussion

Lyman Great Plains Pistol Kits, percussion:
We offer this pistol in your choice of .50 or .54 caliber. Right hand only! Features a walnut stock, an 8" long, 15/16" octagon barrel, single trigger, bright steel furniture, brass trigger guard, belt hook and color case hardened lock.

#Lyman-GPP-50-P-K Lyman GP pistol kit, perc. 50 cal. $232.99
#Lyman-GPP-54-P-K Lyman GP pistol kit, perc. 54 cal. $232.99

Lyman Fast Twist Barrel Assemblies, percussion

Lyman Fast Twist replacement barrel, percussion
Replacement fast twist barrel assembly in .50 and .54 caliber, 15/16" octagon, 32" length, 1-32" fast twist for conical ball, blued, right and left hand percussion, for Lyman Great Plains Rifle. Rifled with 1 turn in 32" fast twist, for best accuracy with conical ball. Be sure to order a few #RLP-S metric nipples for #11 percussion cap, and perhaps our #NW-120 standard nipple wrench with socket end.

#Lyman-50H-PR fast twist barrel, perc. 50 cal. right $279.99
#Lyman-50H-PL fast twist barrel, perc. 50 cal. left $279.99
#Lyman-54H-PR fast twist barrel, perc. 54 cal. right $279.99
#Lyman-54H-PL fast twist barrel, perc. 54 cal. left $279.99

Our phone lines are open Monday through Friday 9:00 am to 5:00 pm CST
We are closed Saturday and Sunday